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Abstract. Utilizing material availability in architecture has become popular.
With it, the problem of combining parts with variable geometry became apparent.
Existing research defines approaches for regular elements, however, the use of
highly irregular material poses new challenges. Therefore, inspired by nature, we
propose a framework for material-first design, that creates equilibrated geometry
from available raw material. Furthermore, the pieces are not fit to target geometry,
but rather the geometry is a function of the pieces. We achieve that through a
two-way optimization workflow. First, a dynamic relaxation combines the ordered
members in triangular patterns. Next, to guide the solution, designers can specify
indirect spatial requirements to be used in the genetic optimization of the first
step. For this research, we utilized the currently neglected material of tree forks.
While research on tree fork structures exists, none of it has dealt with the topic of
reciprocally connecting forked branches into gridshell structures. Moreover, our
focus is on generating digital models of the structures and not their fabrication.
Key Words: roundwood, rigid gridshell, dynamic relaxation, genetic optimization,
reciprocal joints, tree forks, availability, architecture, material-informed
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1 Introduction

Irregular roundwood forks have been neglected by the industry because of their complex shape
and properties that are difficult to analyze. However, when compared to sawn rectangular
timber, roundwood forks use less or no energy to process [22], reduce wood waste [2], and have
structural benefits such as greater bending [4, 8, 19] and joint [20] strength. The use of such
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materials in construction is not fully researched, and one of the main problems is the lack of
an adequate method for joining different parts despite their unpredictable sizes and sections.
To fully utilize the roundwood forks for construction, we need to provide a computational
framework based on the available material.

The informed use of the material availability for structural and architectural design is a
relatively new approach. Workflows for man-made materials with various dimensions such as
steel bars or metal plates have been partly established by Brütting [3] and Moussavi [18]. The
autonomous assembly of dry stone walls by Johns [9] or fabrication of fiber-reinforced granular
structures by Rusenova [23] show the possibility of deriving form from collections of particles.
Structures of forked and curved wood were built in Hooke Park [17] by the utilization of
digital scanning and computational optimization techniques to place the branches along target
curves, forming arches and trusses. In the same way, we saw how Macdonald [13] fits straight
branches to a predefined surface as Desai and Amtsberg [1, 6] also do for heavily trimmed tree
crotches. Furthermore, Hamada [7] explored a branch formation of six elements with great
size and weight which limited the construction by hand.

Existing workflows making arches, trusses, or gridshells using roundwood aim to realize
a given surface not related to the material or its quantity and try to fit the natural forms
of the branches onto perfect predefined geometries. However, this approach would require a
large amount of processing of the material to create joints or trimming to match the given
structural system; leading to inefficiency and potential structural weakening. In contrast,
we consider the assembly of natural roundwood branches simply by pinning or tying them
together by offsetting them by the radius of the members. This type of joint can minimize
material waste and accommodate various wood sections thus providing a solution to one of
the main problems stated earlier.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to establish a new form-finding framework for
efficient availability-driven geometric design of gridshell structures made with bifurcated
roundwood. We focus on singly forked branches of medium size. However, the consideration
of the individual shapes of members and their joining requires a novel approach of availability-
informed design that lets the raw materials of varying sizes create the geometry instead. We
refer to this approach to geometric design as “self-forming” because the material (the “self”)
is at the beginning of the process, rather than the form (see Figure 1).

a)

Artificial process Natural process
(Externally controllable) (Internally controlled)

Giving

Form Form

Self Self

Assembly

b)

Figure 1: a) An assembly of three forked branches illustrates the challenges of using roundwood as a
structural material. b) Comparison of natural and artificial form generation methods.
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Self-forming was inspired by the natural “self-assembly” process, which is a spontaneous
arrangement of individual components into static equilibrated structures that cannot be
externally controled [15, 16]. In the self-forming process, we computationally emulate the
process of self-assembly for finding the form informed by the materiality. Unlike self-assembly,
however, self-forming does not use biological or chemical reactions, nor does it extend to the
physical fabrication of the structures.

The main contribution of the work is the definition of the method by which irregular
unprocessed forked branches are joined spatially with reciprocal connections in support-free
gridshell surfaces; resulting in entirely new spatial experiences and structural formations.
Although the natural process of self-assembly does not have a mechanism of external control, in
the design process we need an external control to satisfy different criteria of the structures, e.g.
minimum height, area, etc. Hence, we also provide such external control indirectly through
the idea of “space effectors”, without directly providing the form to be designed. This method
of control is unlike the “form-giving” approaches devised by humans that modify the material
until the predefined form is achieved. The rest of the paper can be summarized as follows:

• Section 2 introduces the control flow of the self-forming framework with its two-way
optimization logic and the parameter groups.

• Section 3 shows the geometric patterns used to describe two types of triangle assemblies
and the number of connections necessary to create a branch structure from irregular
materials. That, however, leads to some open questions about the way branches are
inserted into these skeletons.

• Section 4 defines a novel parametric reciprocal jointing method for forked elements that
is unlike joints for timber laths [11] or round logs [24].

• Section 5 and Section 6 introduce an indirect method of formal control we call “space
effector” and the possible surface variations, even if the same branches are used.

2 Workflow

The assembly workflow we propose in the paper builds upon our previous research method-
ology [10] and enhances it (see Figure 2) to be more modular, expandable, and deliver one
definitive result. To start the computation we need to provide the branch 3D models and their
characteristic metadata in the system. Altering any of the input parameters or scan data will
generate different solutions. The Ap rule controls how the kits of parts are spatially arranged
in patterns, Js – defines the joint logic (preserve, cut, extend the tree fork members), and Ec
– representing the user spatial requirements such as area or structure height. The selection
order of input elements is defined by sorting the branches by volume, size, etc. – So.

The self-forming approach is represented by two-way optimization. The first step is the
dynamic relaxation with the Kangaroo solver [21]. For the simulations we used the preserve
joint strategy, implementing a reciprocal joint, that can use the tree forks in nexorades without
any secondary trimming. The joint behavior is defined by the Js input and its subparameters:
u, a, f (see Section 4). Along with that a spatial distribution pattern (Ap) is provided.

The second step of the process is the evolutionary optimization of the first step. The
objective function for this step can be composed of one or several space effector conditions
(Ec) that can have a “weigh” assigned to them, giving different priorities to each one. They
alter the “pool” of joint parameters u, a, f to obtain different spatial characteristics of the
gridshell without force-fitting it to a target surface. The secondary optimization is optional.
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Figure 2: Data flow from real branches to gridshell solution. The user of this system can control it
indirectly through the choice of the input parameter and the provided 3D data that are fed in
the two-way optimization workflow.

3 Assembly Patterns and Surface Variations

Each branch fork has three ends – A, B and C; therefore, it is a triangle when simplified [10] (see
Figure 3). A set of triangles can form surfaces with a wide design space that can have synclastic,
anticlastic, or both curvatures at the same time. To assemble surfaces from bifurcated branches
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we use these triangle simplifications in adaptable patterns – linear and radial (Figure 3). They
can accommodate a different number of irregular branches because of the empty buffer triangles
to compensate for the differences in the size of the triangles representing a branch [10]. Adding
branch members is a function of the known triangle number series (1).

1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, . . . (1)
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Figure 3: Branch placeholder (ABC triangle) plans of the linear triangle sequence pattern on the
top and its modification into a pattern for symmetrical radial expansion on the bottom.
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Figure 4: a) Distribution of members by size on the linear and radial pattern, provided that the
input members are sorted correspondingly. b) Hypothetical concave geometry results when the
appropriate joint parameters are used (f = 1, see Section 4.3).
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Tn =
n∑

k=1
k = n(n + 1)

2 (2)

JTn = Tn − n (3)
For the linear pattern, the number of triangles for each step can be found from Tn (2) and
the number of joints from JTn (3), while the endpoints are always two for each of the three
corners. The radial pattern is a derivative of the linear pattern. It spreads in spiral fashion in
two steps Rn(1) and Rn(2). The number of triangles at each step can be found with the formulas
(4) and (5) respectively. Each of these steps can be subdivided into three more sub-steps,
therefore, providing granular insertion and better utilization of the available branches. The
number of joints (6) is the same for both steps. Unlike the linear pattern, the radial has an
alternating number of endpoints.

Rn(1) = Tn × 3 + Tn−1 × 3 = 3n2 (4)

Rn(2) = Tn × 3 + Tn × 3 = 3n(n + 1) (5)
Rn(1),n(2) = Rn(1) (6)

The structures can also have varied surface curvature but it is predominantly synclastic. The
radial pattern has a structural advantage because it can effectively position stronger members
near the ground (see Figure 4) and also creates wider footing. Excess input of members for
both patterns is not used and is separated in a leftover data set.

It is possible to generate more patterns if the linear triangle pattern (Figure 3 top side)
is mirrored, rotated, extended, etc. This could potentially create vaulted, arched, or domed
surfaces. There is also the possibility of combining triangles and straight segments (such
as non-forked branches) into freeform surfaces that have their members connected by joints
with a valency of 3,4 or 5. This proves that the use of a triangles and lines as basic building
elements of the patterns is very versatile (see Figure 5).

24Y30Y4I 17Y6I
18Y6I

Rotation Diagonal Extension and horizontal Joint valency

Tunel-like

Vault Free-formArched vaultDome

Figure 5: Other possible geometrical patterns and shapes are possible - domes, vaults, and freeform
surfaces depending on the distribution pattern and the members connected together.
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4 Joint Parametrization

After evaluation of different options, we selected the reciprocal joint as the means for connecting
the forks in the triangular patterns, because it allows the use of irregularly shaped branches
to their fullest potential without excessive cutting. Furthermore, it is easy to calculate its
structural performance, because it is represented as three combined pin joints. There are some
drawbacks associated with reciprocal frame structures, mainly the enormous complexity of
the design process that requires non-linear solvers. Additionally, the non-redundant structural
design of single-layer grid shells and the reduced node valency when compared to space frames
could impact negatively the structural performance. However, those drawbacks are negligible
for smaller structures. Furthermore, reciprocal structures have big column-free spans, use the
material efficiently, and are easy to assemble on-site, making them preferable for use after
natural disasters.

Reviewing the literature about reciprocal frame structures [5, 12, 14] revealed the important
parameters that influence the behavior and geometry of one joint to be:

• Distance from the end of the branch (u)
• Engagement length (a)
• Fan direction (f) as influenced by the branch normal vector #»n
However, we could not see examples of reciprocal joints utilizing forked roundwood; thus

this paper presents for the first time an approach to connecting forked topologies into reciprocal
frames (see Figure 6). Moreover, making this joint parametric allows for precise control of the
self-forming process and the final surface geometry.

f = 1

f = 0

a  
u

Figure 6: Illustration of the a, u and f parameters in one reciprocal joint.

4.1 Engagement Length and End Offset
Branch centerlines start at the fork’s crotch, therefore, the ends are at the A, B, and C points
(see Figure 3). The sizes of the engagement windows are set by the parameters u and a
mentioned earlier. They measure, from the endpoint for u by a sphere with R = u resulting in
an intersection point C1 and, for a from C1 by a sphere with R = a resulting in an intersection
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point C2 respectively. These two points define the way a branch connects to its neighbors. C1
and C2 can have different values for each one of the three centerlines (arms) of each branch.
The values u and a can be any number [0, ∞) but the tool will use values up to the maximum
centerline length to the start (at the crotch), resulting in the six possible cases shown on
Figure 7, however, case 4 must be avoided, and 5 is not optimal.

1
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u = 0
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u = max L

a = max L

6
u = 0

C1

C2

Figure 7: Engagement length and end offset have six possible point cases on one centerline for C1
and C2. Case number 4 is not desirable while 5 and 6 are corner cases.

4.2 Branch Orientation and Joint Links
Branch orientation is obtained from projecting the centerlines’ points on a plane that contains
the surface made of the endpoints A, B, and C (Figure 3 and Figure 8-c). The tallest of
the three distances (from the highest Hn point to the surface Hsn point) is then selected as
the magnitude of #»n . A, B and C points are set in a way to make sure the branch’s normal
vector always points to its positive curvature; the one that creates a concave curve between
the branch and the ABC surface. G is the center of gravity and O is the crotch point at
which the centrelines connect. To make the reciprocal joints, all branches are linked in the
respective order (determined by f) through line springs (Figure 8-a,b). During that process,
the centreline points C1 and C2 are projected to the surface S1 and S2 points (Figure 9)
and form the spring lines kn. The springs are then shrunk to zero length using the dynamic
relaxation physics software Kangaroo 2 [21], consequently bringing the members together into
reciprocal joints.

S0,2
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S0,1
S1,1

S2,1

a) b) c)

J S0,2

S2,2

S1,2

S0,1 S1,1
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J

Figure 8: Linking for a) convex and b) concave joint fan. Fork normal orientation c) considered as
the triangle surface normal vector #»n with a magnitude of the tallest height to the surface.
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Figure 9: Setting fan direction can alter the pattern surface’s shape just by switching the direction
of the branch normal vector. In a) a convex resultant surface is formed and in b) a concave
resultant surface. Results can vary based on the branch curvature.
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a = 120, u = 30 a = 360, u = 30 a = 240, u = 150

f = 0

f = 1

Figure 10: Examples of parameter variation and their influence on the geometry. We can see that
changing the fan directions creates concave (f = 1) and convex (f = 0) shapes.

4.3 Surface Joint Points and Fan Direction
There are two points of interest S1 and S2 for each used arm of a branch. They are the
intersection of the branch’s mesh surface and vectors parallel to #»n with alternating directions
and starting from the center points C1 (defined by u) and C2 (defined by a). Therefore, the
branch’s connection points Si follow the branch’s normal vector orientation that is related to
the ABC surface (Figure 9). Furthermore, a point S1 of one branch’s arm always connects to
the S2 point of another branch’s arm. Similarly easy, one can switch the fan rotation from
clockwise to counterclockwise by negating the #»n vector of each branch found in one joint
(Figure 10), which results in concave (f = 1) surface rather than a convex one (when f = 0).

5 Form Control and Optimization

The users of the self-forming implementation (a program we call Moose) can indirectly control
the gridshell form by setting the So, Ap, Js, and Ec groups of parameters (see Section 3
and Section 4). Initial form finding with Kangaroo shrinks the link lines (spring goal with
strength=5) to form reciprocal joints. Branch forks (centerlines, meshes, points, surface data,
and structural and physical metadata) are defined as rigid body goal with strength=150 and
are moved at once according to a clamp angle goal for θ with strength=1 (the default for all
other goals). The curvature of the surface can be controlled by analyzing the reciprocal joints,
the branch orientations and then modifying them accordingly by custom kangaroo goals.

5.1 Surface Conformity
There are cases when the Kangaroo solver would form reciprocal joints that have some of their
members’ normal vectors pointing in the opposite direction to the surface normal direction.
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To ensure the surface is uniform, the branches’ normal vectors must be relatively parallel and
within specific angle tolerance [0 − θ] where θ is less than 90◦ (Figure 11). We can enforce that
by comparing each of the reciprocal joints’ average normal vectors and orienting the branches
to align with the needed direction.

a
b)a)

Curved

Flat

θ

Figure 11: Aligning branch normal vectors to one direction and within tolerance θ, can control the
smoothness of the structure: a) simple 6Y pattern, b) distorted line diagram connecting all joints
to form the assembly pattern.
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Figure 12: The joint normal vector #  »

Jn is defined from the position of the three links of the reciprocal
joint. There are two possible cases: a) is the correct normal up direction and, b) is the reversed
direction of the surface due to one or more reversed branches.

The average vector of each joint is calculated from the three link lines’ (kn) center points.
Its direction is found by the right-hand rule for vector cross product: a × b = #  »

Jn, where
a = #     »p0p1 and b = #     »p0p2 (Figure 12). If the points are in counter-clockwise order when viewed
from the exterior side of the surface (Figure 12-a), it means all three branches of the joint
have their normal vectors in the same direction as the average joint vector, and thus the
surface vectors. On the other hand, if the points are in a clockwise formation, one or more
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of the branches in the joint has their normal vector opposing the others. To make sure all
normal vectors point in the same direction we programmed a custom Kangaroo goal in C#

that conforms them by checking for dot product values greater than 0 and taking actions to
position the members accordingly if that is not the case.

5.2 Ground Plane Orientation Methods
All solutions are generated without constraints that dictate their relationship to a ground plane.
This is done for performance reasons, as the two-way dynamic relaxation and evolutionary
algorithm optimization require the best possible performance from the dynamic relaxation
part as it is repeated hundreds of times. To orient the structure the whole solution is analyzed
and the correct position is detected based on points of interest on the existing members. Three
interchangeable approaches were proposed:

1. Balance using an average plane made from all far endpoints (blue on Figure 3). Then
by projecting the center of gravity of the solution on it, the zero reference origin point
is found. This approach is very fast to calculate but might result in branch members
under the ground plane because of the plane averaging.

2. Balance by finding the lowest point of the whole solution along the average normal vector
of the structure. This routine requires slightly more computation time but ensures the
members are not under the ground plane; however, parts of the structure can hang in
the air. Additional support must be used in that case.

3. Balance using a plane defined from the lowest three endpoints (along the average normal
vector) of the whole solution. The procedure starts as Method 2 to discover the lowest
point. Then we perform a search for two other points on separate members that are
further than a user-specified distance. This method is the slowest but most of the time
results in the best orientation.

5.3 Space Effectors
The precise influence of the joint parameters a, u, f (see Section 4) on the whole form and
its spatial characteristics is difficult to comprehend. Therefore, we introduced an easier-to-
understand set of parameters that can define space – space effectors. The use of the word effector
was inspired by the meanings it has related to orchestrating control in robotics, physiology,
microbiology, etc. Space effectors are indirect boundary conditions that specify characteristics
of space, letting designers and architects have intuitive control over the self-formation of
geometry. There could be many space effectors active at the same time. Their priority is
determined by a “weight” value that is then considered in the weighted average objective
function for the optimization. Space effectors are applied in the secondary optimization of the
control flow (Figure 2) and are optional.

The first and most basic space effector we created was the “Box effector”. It specifies a
target volume defined by box dimensions, weight, and an origin point. The box is positioned
so that it is at the center of the structure. All reciprocal joints, that fall within the volume of
the box are projected to the top side of the box (for example J0 to PJ0 and G3 to PG3 on
Figure 13). The projection can be upwards or downwards but always the absolute distance
values are taken and averaged, forming the objective value of the box effector. Consequently,
the affected joints will be moved up or down, trying to minimize the objective value to zero.
This indirect manipulation process affects the whole structure by trying to wrap it around the
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specified box. Joints that are outside of the box volume are not measured and included in the
objective value. We also developed the “Section area” effector – which tries to minimize the
area of specific user-defined horizontal or vertical section of the structure (volume is defined
by convex hull algorithm based on the joint points); and “Joint gap” effector – which sets
minimum distance threshold after which the minimization is stopped, thus helping distribute
computational resources between all joints. Many more effectors can be invented in future
research as the system allows modular expansion.
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Figure 13: Box effector defined by width (W ), depth (D), and height (H), exercising an influence
on the two joint points that fall into its active volume: J0 and G3, while not affecting the other
joints directly. The shown assembly is of three Y members in a linear pattern.

5.4 Effector Based Optimization
The self-forming geometry design is an approach implemented with two-way numerical opti-
mization. The first step is the dynamic relaxation of the reciprocal frame. We do not optimize
directly for a given target surface but provide effectors to indirectly guide the material-first
formation. Thus, the second step is the application of these space effectors by an evolutionary
multi-objective genetic algorithm optimization (GA). It changes iteratively the input parame-
ters a, u, f for each joint by using gene mutations until an objective function value meets the
optimization goals for minimum value or until the process is stopped (see Figure 14).

In the case of the linear expansion pattern, all joints that are not endpoints (in blue)
are reciprocal ones and thus are made of three branch arms. For each arm are needed one u
and one a value and for each joint, the fan direction can be set individually. That results in
JTn × 3 times the end offsets and engagement lengths and JTn fan directions (see Eq. 3).

For the radial expansion pattern, the joint types and counts vary: in step 1 (Rn(1)) there
are pin joints at the circumference while in step 2 (Rn(2)), the joints are all rigid. The pin joint
counts JRpin can be deducted as JRpin = JRn(1) − Rn−1 and subtracted from JRn (Eq. 6),
but for the sake of simplicity, we considered JRn × 3 for a and u values and JRn for the fan
directions at the expense of computation time.
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Figure 14: Different cycles of the effector-based optimization and a radial pattern of six branches:
the initial state in the top left (objective: 900 mm) to the last run cycle at the bottom right
(objective: 537 mm).

5.5 Space Analysis

To objectively compare different solutions we perform a spatial evaluation. It accounts for the
volume, width, depth, and height of a specific form and its surface characteristics. To assess
how smooth is the surface of the structure, as well as its curvature direction, a histogram of
point data can be plotted. It compares the joint points’ data in the Z axis to the actual Z
centerline data of each branch member. The steepness of the histogram indicates how fast
the structure elevates to its maximum height. We also use planograms – the distorted line
diagram in plan view. Furthermore, we developed a space rating system, based on a cube,
to categorize the self-formation results from the two-way optimization by a single numerical
value. This evaluation is performed after the optimization as it is a calculation-heavy process.
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Figure 15: Comparative study of self-formed structures using linear expansion. The structures show
branch normal vectors and triangle planes. On the right are the planogram and the space
histogram, displaying in black – CPD, in red – JPD, and in grey – space trails as scaled 1 : 3
distance along the X and Y axis on top and bottom of CPD.
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6 Results

We tested the presented self-formation hypothesis using different parameters on the same
set of branches. The illustrated structures show how the parameters u, a, f (see Section 4)
influence the final geometry. Furthermore, we tested the box effector on a small-scale structure
thus performing the full cycle of self-formation.

Figure 15-a shows a structure with a maximum height of 1562 mm and a relatively smooth
doubly curved surface. This result is expected with the selected short engagement length and
smaller θ angle. The planogram covers a wide area and the space histogram displays a joint
point surface (JPD) mostly below the centerline points data (CPD). The grey space trails that
are related to each Z coordinate exhibit wider distribution on the X side (upper) than on the
Y side (lower) and decrease towards the top of the histogram, indicating that the structure is
longer along the Y axis in plan and has synclastic characteristics.

Histogram

Radial expansion

48Y, ustart = 75mm, astart = 240mm, Θ = 35o, f = 1

Planogram

Branch data

Joint points

Space effector

End points

Far end points

Space trails

Figure 16: Self-formed assembly of 48 branches using the radial expansion pattern.
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Figure 15-b shows a structure using the exact same 21 members but with much smaller
a = 167 mm that is closer to the end of the centerlines, as well as θ of 35◦, which altogether
results in higher structure and JPD also below, but much closer to the CPD – an indication
of a very smooth surface. This is the tallest and smoothest structure but as seen on the
planogram and space trails it is very narrow.

In the last part – Figure 15-c, the fan direction was inverted for all joints, resulting in
an anticlastic structure, with normal vectors pointing to each other, effectively creating a
half-pipe shape. The JPD is firmly above the CPD indicating the catenary shape of the
structure that is also indicated by the space trails expanding to the top of the CPD line.

Figure 16 shows a bigger self-formed structure that uses 48 forked branches arranged in
the radial expansion pattern (see Section 3). For it, we used one box effector (W = 1918 mm,
D = 1800 mm, H = 1800 mm) and set a range of the search space of the genetic optimization
for u = [25 − 180]mm, starting at ustart = 75 and a = [180 − 400]mm, starting at astart = 240.
For the other parameters we used θ = 35◦ and f = 1 (concave). Then after running the
program for 30 min., we selected to our preference one of the solutions with small objective
function results for the box effector.

Its maximum height is more than 2200 mm, however, that is due to a single branch
standing higher than the others (an edge case that will need further constraints). The average
height is therefore lower at around 1600 mm and not quite matching the expected 1800 mm
from the box effector optimization. We concluded that we will need more branches to achieve
that. The CPD and JPD are almost overlapping, thus signifying a smooth gridshell surface.
The planogram also shows smooth distribution at the center and some irregularity at the
edges.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The original contribution of this research is the proposal of new material-first framework for
self-forming the available material (natural tree branches) in geometrical gridshell formations.
Their assembly is based on formation rules: parametrized reciprocal joints, space effectors,
and adaptive spatial patterns united by a two-way optimization workflow. We created a
computer program to implement and validate the self-forming framework. As a result, we
could successfully generate, visualize and analyze the first in the world digital models of
gridshell structures informed from bifurcated natural tree branches while using reciprocal
connections and no target geometry fitting. We could also indirectly guide the geometry to a
designer’s intent for space through the new concept of space effectors.

The topic of availability-driven geometry and architecture is vast and yet unexplored.
We have faced numerous challenges during our research. Firstly, the significant influence
of the insert and sort order (So) of the branches was underestimated. To overcome this
issue, the integration of advanced search heuristics is necessary. Secondly, the concept of
orientation to the ground plane has some limitations and must be improved by including it
as an effector condition of the self-forming generation. We also observed that the reciprocal
joints are difficult to converge without any gaps, making the secondary genetic optimization
obligatory, therefore revealing some shortcomings in using dynamic relaxation on arbitrarily
positioned elements. Furthermore, the optimization is very time-consuming. The spatial and
structural evaluation of the structures can also be further improved to more accurately take
in consideration the irregular nature of the interior spaces.

In a future study, we must focus on the realization of the self-formed structures as real
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architecture for shelters and huts. Developing the actual reciprocal joining mechanism in
detail will be paramount to the safety of the structures. For that, the branches, the joint, and
the gridshell structure must be evaluated by structural analysis. This routine can also become
a part of the self-formation process. Using multi-layered grid shells can provide a solution to
the redundancy concerns of single-layer ones. Confirming that the built geometry matches
the digital one should be performed by 3D scanning. We will also explore the potential for
expanding the system with a wider range of roundwood forks and straight branches, other
materials, patterns, joints, and building elements such as envelopes, doors, windows, etc. As a
long-term goal, we plan on researching more complicated geometries and how the material
properties can be integrated further into the self-forming philosophy – even on chemical and
interactional levels.
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